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flapping material, and dogs need to be
used to that. Sarah thought ofmany
potential frightening situations, and
they were all experienced by the dogs
participating.
Over the four days, Sarah states that

there was some great progression by all
the dogs and handlers.Thirty—four
Curlies, eight Flat—Coated Retrievers,
three Labradors, and one German
Shorthaired Pointer worked in different
activities and thoroughly enjoyed it all.
—Ann Shinkle, anmhinkle@aol.com;
Curly Coated RetrieverClub of
America website: armorg

Flat-Coated
Retrievers
Re-homing the Adult Flat-
Coat PART TWO

" )( rhen arriving at the new home,
the rescue Flat—Coat should first

be taken out into the backyard and
encouraged to relieve himself in a
preferred area. Flat—Coats are very clean
dogs, but they can become confused in
a strange household, especiallywhen
upset and excited.
Next, take the Flat—Coat for a walk

through the house on a leash. Let him
investigate,but also let him know what
the house rules are. Keep him closely
supervised and in the same room you
are in unless confining him to a crate
or another room—and then stay close
by at first to be sure he is not upset by
the separation.
The dog’s diet should not be

changed for at least two weeks, and the
schedule for meals and exercise should
remain as close as possible to what the
dog was familiar with in the former
household.
Introduce the Flat—Coat to other

family dogs in a neutral area, one at a
time, then in a large, fenced area—
again, one at a time. Even social dogs
have to work out dominance issues, and
family dogs can be possessive of
resources as well as of favorite family
members. (Expect to have to supervise
the behavior and relationships of the
new dog for at least three months.A
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new dog can begin with the submission
of a “visitor” and by three months want
to assert dominance.)
Always leave the dog calmly and

pleasantly, with a radio playing, soft
lighting, bedding, water, toys, and a
treat.Always return to him calmly and
pleasantly by going to him and putting
the collar and lead on before taking
him out of a confined area.This calm
return, preferably by one adult alone,
helps to prevent separation anxiety.
If the dog becomes very upset at

being confined, be sure you are confin—

ing in the same way the former owners
did. If you have no information about
this, experiment to see what he might
be used to.A foster home should real—

ize, however, that leaving the dog in
the company of other dogs does not
prepare him for being left alone.
The Flat—Coat should not be left

outdoors unsupervised for the first
month.They have a strong homing
instinct, and if a Flat—Coat left alone
can get out of a yard during the first
month,he or she will attempt to return
to the former home, regardless of dis—
tance. Flat—Coats are very agile and
usually require a five— or six—foot fence
if they are eventually left outside alone.
They are also very intelligent and curi—

ous and can find other ways out of a
yard if they have the time to investigate.
If there are children in the house—

hold, they should be supervised with
the new dog for the first three months
unless they are teenagers, assuming the
role of primary caretaker. Children
under 8 years of age should be super—
vised even longer. This is to be sure that
rules for both the pet and the children
are being followed.—SallyTerroux,
sjterroux@aol.rom; Flat—Coated
Retriever Society ofAmerica website:
fcrsainaorg

Labrador Retrievers
Labs and Kids, Part Three:
It’s Great to Be Eight

hildren are generally recognizedCto be capable of a more mature
relationship once they reach the age of
about 8 years. Eight—year—oldsare
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allowed to participate with their dogs
in 4—H events.At 9 years, children are
eligible for the AKC’s Junior
Showmanship program.TheASPCA
recognizes that kids from the age of 9
and up are good candidates for
attending obedience classes with their
dog, as well as potentially being ready
for competition in different venues.
This age milestone is generally the

result of emotional and physical growth
that make children in this age group
more effective as trainers and more reli—

able as caretakers than younger children.
TheASPCA proposes specifically that
children around 8 years old are more
capable of understanding thoughts and
feelings from the dog’s perspective.This
age group also behaves in a more pre—
dictable way that is not as likely to make
dogs uneasy. They are also generally
large enough to have an “adult like”
presence, if not the physical strength to
control a large animal.
While many training organizations

are reluctant to include children in
their classes, it has been my experience
that children at this age are often better
students than adults.They are used to
learning in school and aren’t as likely as
adults to have to “unlearn” old habits.
When young people are motivated,
they are capable of applying themselves
and improving their training tech—

niques. Adults who can’t focus on their
dogs long enough to be effective train—
ers rarely improve.
Family dogs who might have been

accustomed to tolerating the child as a

peer may need to undergo a reset of
their perspective as the child asserts
leadership through training. In our
household it has been interesting to
watch the “old salts” tutor my daughter
(age 9) in her role as handler in classic
obedience, agility, and fieldwork.They
clearly find her much more interesting
new that she has a more active place in
their lives.The young dogs,which have
never knownher as anything but a
leader, are even more receptive and are
keenly interested in what she wants to
teach them.These observations have
reinforced for me the motivation so


